Your Guide to Processing

We all want to bring healthy and safe proteins to the kitchen
table, but many producers don't know where to start.
When it comes to processing your meats, let us make it easier for you.

Finishing Livestock - It is important to understand when your livestock is
"finished" and properly developed so that it is ready for slaughter. This will vary
by producer and will be highly dependent on your management practices, breed,
and genetics. On average,
Finished cattle weigh between 1,100-1,300 pounds,
Finished hogs weigh between 265-300 pounds,
Finished lambs weigh between 125-175 pounds.
The length of time it takes to carry an animal to finish will vary based on an
assortment of factors and should be considered carefully as you plan for
processing. Contact your butcher at least 6 months prior to when you expect your
livestock to be finished so that you can ensure you have an appointment once your
livestock reaches optimal pre-slaughter condition.

Determine Your Final Use - Are you planning to stock your freezers at home, share
meat with your family and friends, or sell the meat you raise to consumers?
Knowing who will consume the meat you have processed will help you make some
packaging decisions later on.
Make sure to keep reading so you also have clear expectations on how much meat
you will receive to help you can plan accordingly.

Selecting a Butcher You Trust - Although there are limited options for butchering
services, there are some very distinct differences between them. Be sure to ask
questions, schedule a visit, learn their process, hear what other customers are
saying, and get an idea of what value they can bring to you.

Standard Cuts - At Fries, we offer a standard cut as our primary recommendation,
but have the expertise to custom cut if wanted. After decades of experience, we
have learned what cuts and packaging types sell best and meet the needs of most
consumers. With some selections left up to, you will feel comfortable and
informed about what cuts you will go home with but still match the cooking style
and needs of the consumer. Check out what the Fries Standard Cuts are for beef,
pork, and lamb at the end of this guide.
Weights: all compared - Live weight is the weight of the live animal. Once the
animal is rendered and hanging on the rail, a Hot Carcass Weight (HCW) is
captured. The HCW, or commonly called the hanging weight or dressed weight, is
what producers pay processing fees on.
On average, and evidenced by USDA data, cattle average a 60% dressed weight
meaning that the hanging weight is on average 60% of the live weight. For
example, if you have a 1200 pound live-weight cow, they will, on average have a
hanging weight of 720 pounds.
Hogs have an average dressed weight of 60-70%; Lambs have an average of 50%
dressed weight; whereas Cattle have an average of 60% dressed weight.

Weights: all compared (continued) - Once the animal is rendered and on the rail,
HCW is captured, then it moves into the coolers for aging.
Once the carcass is ready, it is broken down and packed. The weight of processed
meat in packages is called the pack-out weight. As a percentage, on average and
evidenced by USDA, the pack-out weight is approximately:
60% for beef,
70% for hogs, and
75% for lambs.
As an example, if you have a 1200 pound live cow, you will, on average, have a 720
pound carcass, which will give you approximately 425 pounds of packaged meat.
It's important to consider that the pack-out percentage will fluctuate drastically
based on how you have it cut - selecting bone-in ribeye steaks, bone-in sirloin,
soup bones, ribs, and shanks, for example, will increase your pack-out weight
(more weight to take home). If you select more boneless options, your pack-out
percent will be lower (less weight to take home).

Packaging Options - Although packaging preferences may be dependent on
the end-use of the meat, Fries offers clients two quality packaging choices:
long-lasting butcher paper or vacuum packaging.
Butcher paper wrapping is the traditional packaging option that keeps costs
down. The paper used at Fries is specially made to last 12-18 months in the
freezer, protecting your meat for an extended period of time.
Vacuum packing meat is ideal for our clients who are selling their meat, as
this makes it easier for consumers to see what they are buying. This is a
value-added feature for producers and typically keeps meat protected in the
freezer for up to 12 months. Note that bones are the most common problem
for broken seals on packages and if that happens, freezer burn comes
quickly. Bone-in cuts are best packed in butcher paper.

Labeling Explained - Labeling can be a tricky and confusing part of processing. As a USDA
inspected plant, we allow clients to private label their meat products, meaning we can
customize the labels used on the packaging to align with your brand and other marketing
collateral.
There are basic labeling requirements that every label must include, such as:
the butcher facility's inspection legend,
identity titles that include the species and muscle tissue name, and
the raw, uncooked product weight.
Some things to remember:
Names of cuts on the label must align with the USDA's Labeling and Consumer
Protection codes, and they are not always what consumers commonly know the cut as.
For example, a Prime Rib is the cooked version of a Standing Rib Roast. The raw meat
package can not be labeled as prime rib. Similarly, Oso Bucco can not be on a label for
Lamb Shank.
When a claim is made on a label, it must be substantiated by data, documentation,
certifications, or other relevant information that can be used to prove that the claim
being made is factual. These documents are provided to the USDA for validation and
they make the final decision on whether or not that claim is allowed to be on the label.
This could include things such as "Organic", "Farm-to-Table Meat", "Pastured Pork".

Picking Up and Storing Your Meat - Once your meat has been packaged,
frozen, and ready for pick-up, it's important to pick it up soon thereafter.
To maintain safety, the meat must remain below 42 degrees Fahrenheit.
Where possible, it is most ideal that meat is transferred to a mobile freezer
and you travel home and place it in the stationary freezer immediately.
Understandably, that may not be possible, in which case well-insulated
coolers that can maintain the temperature for the duration of your travels
are sufficient.
Food Preparation - Preparing and consuming your meat is quite possibly
the most enjoyable part of the process! It is critical that when cooking meat,
you reach the optimal internal temperature to ensure the meat is safe to
consume. Enjoy the delicious, nutritious, wholesome proteins you raised!!

A Guide to Selling Your Meat - We were first producers ourselves. We have
experienced this entire process and have the unique and invaluable
experience of both sides of this journey. With that experience in mind, we
created this helpful guide to answer the questions you may be wondering as
it relates to selling your meats. Download this guide from our website:
www.friesfrozenfoods.com

A B O U T

The butcher side of our business began a few years after our ranching side. 920 Cattle was founded
on September 20th, 2014 when Jarrod and Becca Creasy were married! Both grew up in the
agriculture community and have deep roots in the livestock industry. Becca is an economist by
education and Jarrod studied soil and animal sciences - and together they balance the unique needs
of managing a first-generation family farm that they've built from scratch.
When the opportunity to acquire a multi-generational abattoir in the next county north, it was a
decision that Jarrod and Becca didn't work through quickly. They spent time learning,
understanding, and experiencing life as an abattoir owner for months before deciding to make the
investment. Mr. Bobby (the previous owner) guided them through the traditions, nuances, recipes,
and expertise that he spent his lifetime building. It has been the honor of our life to carry on the
Fries name and continue this business for another generation.
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